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Brain Quest is beloved by kids, trusted by parents, used and recommended by teachers. Itâ€™s the

curriculum-based, fast-paced, question-and-answer game that challenges kids on the stuff they

need to know, when they need to know it. Itâ€™s the brand that says â€œItâ€™s fun to be smart!â€•

And it delivers.  For the fourth edition every deck is thoroughly revised and includes 20 percent new

material. The content aligns with national and state standards and is overseen by the Brain Quest

Advisory Board, a panel of award-winning educators, each a recent state teacher-of-the-year award

winner or a recipient of the prestigious Milken Educator Award. The covers and cards have a

refreshed design, giving Brain Quest a cooler, updated look.
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My daughter is 9 and very smart and she likes these cards to challenge her. She is in the 4th grade

but I got her the 7th grade cards and she gets most of them correct. I think next year she will go to

college! (just kidding). Great product!

Using Brain Quest is a great way to stimulate the mind and learn a great deal.I use Brain Quest in

an adult education class by dividing the class into teams and using the rules of the TV show "Family



Feud."It is exciting to see the students engaged as a team in attempting to answer the questions

correctly. We do it for about 45 minutes on the last day of class each week, and the students love it.

They discuss the "game" all week and look forward to the next competition.

My kids have loved all of the Brain Quest quiz books. This one doesn't disappoint as well. Fun to do

around the dinner table or in the car on a road trip. We like to make it game and see who gets

stumped. Fun facts that all can enjoy!

These are really awesome trivia cards. They are easy to use and have a huge variety of questions.

Some of the questions made me feel really smart and others made me feel really dumb. But, their

true testament is that my daughter was really happy to get them and picked them up after I put them

down to read some more. Highly recommend Brain Quest stuff.

Will be ordering the others in the series as we grow........We enjoyed this good information for adults

as well But her Grade 6 Teacher enjoyed it so much we gifted him with it for his future classes.

Loooooooovee IT!!!!

We have a whole collection of these wonderful cards. My kids really enjoy quizzing each other in the

car and it's become a nightly routine to do a few pages. These are a fun way to refresh their

knowledge.

We've been using these Brain Quest cards for years. We've purchased them from kindergarten on

up. The kids like them as they get to show their skills and we like them for a quick time killer. Take

them with you to the doctor's appointments, car rides, any place your kids will have down time and

don't know what to do.We've found that our kids always were a grade higher in the cards than they

were in school so if your kids are bright learners buy up a level to challenge them more.

Love it. Keep the two fan like books in the car for some non iPad time! The kids live being quIZZED
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